
The Road to Hell, and How We Got There by Dave Pollard 

Keith Farnish tells us we need to get angry before we will be moved to act to undermine the
Industrial Civilization that is killing our planet2. Then, he says, we need to focus our attention on
the “Tools of Disconnection” – the means by which the perpetrators of our disconnection from our
intuition,  our  positive  emotions,  our  senses,  each  other,  and  all-life-on-Earth  keep  us
disorganized, confused, fearful and dependent. Our undermining actions, he asserts, should be
aimed at  accelerating the  inevitable  demise  of  industrial  civilization with  minimal  suffering,
balancing the  risks  to  ensure  we  don’t  get  caught,  and acting strategically  to  get  maximum
impact from our actions. The sooner we precipitate civilization’s fall, Keith says, the sooner its
damage can be minimized, the sooner nature can begin to restore balance to our world, and the
sooner the survivors of collapse can begin creating a better, sustainable way to live.

So who are these “perpetrators”? They are the private and public corporations that depend on
endless accelerating use of  resources,  production, consumption and waste,  and which, as the
book The Corporation explains, they pursue with pathological and amoral single-mindedness.

They are the politicians, judges, lawyers, police and military forces that, working hand-in-hand
with  these  wealthy corporations,  create  and enforce  laws and wage wars in  their  own self-
interest, not ours.  They are the media, the shills,  the advertisers and PR firms, the education
system  and  the  bought  economists  and  junk  scientists  who  perpetrate  the  propaganda  that
everything is fine and there is no other, better way to live than industrial civilization.

And they are the religions, the therapists, and the techno-salvationists (“human ingenuity and
invention  will  solve  all  our  problems”)  who are  complicit  in  reinforcing  the  propaganda by
telling us that it is our fault as individuals when things are bad, and that with necessary struggle,
industrial  civilization  will  prevail  and make  things  better  for  all  of  us  despite  our  personal
weaknesses and sins.

The combined economic, political, media and psychological power and hegemony of these four
groups of perpetrators constitute the self-reinforcing and completely uncritical and totalitarian
system that Mussolini dreamed of – it was labelled Fascism but he called it Corporatism. Its task
is to completely subjugate and control the populace, to brainwash them so completely that there
is no opposition, no dissent, just a perpetual machine of unthinking monolithic human production
and  consumption.
Through  its  political  messages,  its  advertising,  its  scare  tactics,  its  lies,  its  withholding  of
information,  its  theft  and  violence,  its  indoctrination,  its  creation  of  false  choices  and  false
rewards, it keeps us in its thrall, disconnected. Each of us an obedient part of the system.

But what is this “system”? Can it really control us that effectively in this world where often-
conflicting information and ideas are ubiquitous and free? And why would so many people – not
just psychopaths like Mussolini – willingly become perpetrators of such a system?

The progressive-liberal worldview holds that we are all,  at heart, innocent and good. Surely,
then, the perpetrators of this terrible, unsustainable, teetering system had the best of intentions?
They must have meant well, didn’t they?

This worldview also holds that getting angry isn’t the answer; that we need to appeal to people
rationally, with the facts. The truth, we believe, cannot long be suppressed, and when people
learn it,  they will,  if  this system is so bad and brutal,  instinctively work to dismantle  it  and
replace it with one in the common good, a truly democratic system.

Harvard psychologist Daniel Gilbert, author of the book Stumbling on Happiness, provides some
clues on why this doesn’t happen. Our large brains, he argues, have made us too smart for our
own good. Our brains can now construct their own reality, completely disconnected from ‘real’
reality, and live happily in that illusory place, in effect mistaking it for ‘real’ reality. And, as
Eckhart Tolle has explained, an unintended consequence of the evolution of our complex brains is
that  we  now have  an  ego,  capable  of  inventing  and believing  stories  that  provoke  negative
emotional  responses  which  in  turn  produce  in  our  heads  other  stories.  This  vicious  cycle  of
negative  intellectual  and  emotional  activity  in  our  brains,  disconnected  from  what  is  really
happening here, now, has made us all mentally ill.

So  two  paradoxical  consequences  of  our  large  brains  are  that  (i)  we  can  be  fooled  and



emotionally manipulated by misinformation in a way no other creature can, and (ii) even if we
are  one  of  the  perpetrators  of  this  misinformation,  we  can  fool  ourselves  into  believing  it,
especially if that belief is reinforced by others who credulously accept the same beliefs.

Despite all of this, despite the fact that we are all in a sense perpetrators, all so disconnected and
confounded by our egos and the imaginary realities  our brains have invented that we don’t
‘really’ know what is real or what we are doing, Keith is correct about what must be done: We
must act to dismantle industrial civilization. But how can we do that when we are so hobbled, so
handicapped, so caught up in this vicious system of our own making?

First, we have to inform ourselves about what is really happening (by reading and studying
thoroughly and by thinking critically and challenging everything) and what our ‘real’ options are
(by studying history and reading both fiction and radical non-fiction). Second, we have to get
angry enough at the system that is killing us all (it doesn’t much matter who the perpetrators are,
or if  we are ourselves perpetrators or complicit)  to shake ourselves out of  our passivity and
unawareness and act. Third, we need to influence and educate others. Fourth, we need to become
models, finding radically alternative ways to live and modelling those behaviours. And fifth, we
need  to  reskill  ourselves  to  facilitate  both  the  work  we  must  do  to  dismantle  industrial
civilization, and the capacity to live good lives during and after civilization’s collapse.

This is a tall order. The first step towards well-being is to appreciate the challenge we face, and
the first step to doing that is to understand the Tools of Disconnection and how they keep us
cowed, and dependent.

1) Reward Us for Being Good Consumers

Description:
It is fairly easy to make civilized people happy, or at least give people the sense they are happy; they
just have to be primed in the right way. What is key to creating this malleable state of mind is
making people believe from a very early age that “happiness” is something far more superficial than
having a deep and genuine state of contentment and well-being. The marketing of consumer goods
and  services  (“experiences”)  taps  into  the  desire  for  happiness  through  colourful  and positive
images  reflecting  enjoyment  of  whatever  is  being  marketed;  this  is  compounded  by  continual
messaging  through  the  mass  media  that  consumption  in  general  is  a  “good  thing”,  and  the
consumption of anything new and fashionable is likely to lead to improvement in our quality of life.
This powerful message is easily transferred to the next generation via parents and peers who are
already primed.

Identification:
At a personal level, this can be recognised through being aware of anything that makes you feel
better, yet is clearly a product of the consumer culture: so, for instance, if you are watching or
listening to an advertisement and begin to feel happy, regardless of the source of the advertisement
then that Tool is in operation. The same can be observed on other people who are showing signs of
happiness where no source beyond that which has been manufactured is evident. The popularity of
shopping malls, cinemas, amusement parks and package holidays are further evidence that the
genuine need for happiness has been subsumed into industrial-scale consumption: we go shopping
to “feel good” now.

Consequences:
The two main consequences of consumption happiness are, first, we become less inclined to seek
deeper, more satisfying forms of happiness from the real world – such as the enjoyment of dipping
our toes into cool water on a hot day – instead seeking out disconnected sources of “happiness”
through material consumption. The second, less direct, consequence is that increased consumption
through our desire to be happy, leads to environmental and social degradation, particularly where
the things we consume are produced, powered from and disposed of.

Perpetrators:
A plethora of parties directly involved in commerce, including consumer journalists, advertising
executives,  marketing  professionals,  salespeople,  travel  agents  and  product  developers  are  all
ensuring we feel good about our consumer habits.

2) Make Us Feel Good for doing Trivial Things



Description:
In order to distract from the important it is necessary to emphasise the trivial. Nowhere is this
more prevalent than in the way environmentalism (or rather, its featherlight alter-ego) is imposed
upon civilized people. I say “imposed” because in the absence of the prevalent faux-environmental
message  it  is  all  too  easy  to  see  the  bigger  picture;  and that  is  dangerous  to  the system.  For
example, if I approach a local authority with a desire to live in a more sustainable manner, the
chances of being told to go off-grid (self sufficient in energy and other services), grow and forage
my own food, and stop buying consumer goods are slim to none (and Slim just left town). On the
other hand I will happily be exhorted to recycle and change my light bulbs. In the case of a motor
company, I will not be told to stop driving, I will be advised to pump my tyres up or buy a more
economical (new) car. A supermarket would never recommend buying local produce and scrapping
processed food,  but will  have an ample supply of branded “bags for life”  because we all  know
carrier bags are the greatest threat to life on Earth. A mainstream environmental group, such as the
Sierra Club or Friends of the Earth, will  say that real change can be achieved through political
lobbying rather than undermining the political system itself. Follow the advice of the system and
you will never have to worry about the big things, for the small things are what we are told really
matter.

Identification:  
The most obvious clue to this Tool’s usage is the source of information: in conversation even an oil
executive will admit we are screwed if we keep using oil; but on a much less personal level every
single instrument of Industrial Civilization has its own set of pro-forma “environmental” messages
that  are  designed  to  ensure  our  behaviour  remains  just  the  same  as  always.  No  advice  that
emanates from the mouthpiece  of  a government,  a  corporation,  mass-market  media or  even a
mainstream environmental NGO3 is going to adversely affect the industrial system. You can also
use your instincts: if it feels too easy or trivial, or “against nature” then you are probably on the
right track.

Consequences:
Sweating the small stuff is akin to putting a Band Aid on an amputation stump. Not only is it too
little, it is almost certainly too late, because it is in the interest of vested corporate interests to keep
us totally ignorant until they really have no choice but to provide some relevant information which,
as shown, is of no substance anyway. By exploiting our civilized aversion to conscious effort and
major change, we are made impotent – and content with it.  Meanwhile,  Industrial  Civilization
continues to destroy the global ecosystem.

Perpetrators:
Almost everyone is party to this by virtue of passing on the advice given by authority – it feels good
to; however, we can single out politicians at all levels, corporate public relations and mainstream
environmental journalists and NGOs as some of the worst offenders.

3) Give Us Selected Freedom

Description:
At a psychological level, freedom is always relative: a tiger brought up in a cage will see the cage as
its  domain  and  feel  as  comfortable  as  any  half-tonne  feline  can  in  that  situation;  but  a  tiger
captured and forced to live in a cage will be deeply troubled, driven insane by the limitations of the
enclosure. Thus, brought up in a “democracy” where freedom equates to voting for one or other
variety of entirely similar political parties, we express that “freedom” by voting – abstention is seen
as an act of rebellion and a failure to utilise the freedom to vote. Similarly, we are free to protest, as
long as  that  march or  rally  falls  between the lines  set  by the police  and the rules  which they
enforce4: the level of “freedom” varies depending on where that protest is executed, which in some
parts of the world, notably China, may well be the punishment for such illegality. But as a writer, a
former protestor and a former voter,  my freedoms only stretch to the point  where the system
perceives a threat. I may have more leeway in how I can express myself than the equivalent person
in China, but within the confines of the society’s rules I am no nearer to creating change.

Identification:
The truest test of freedom is to try and break the rules. Assuming one abides by Common Law (a
simple protection of individual and collective liberty) and Natural Law (within which the natural
world operates) the limits of “freedom” will  quickly become apparent the moment your actions



impede the ability  of  the industrial  system to control  people and upend the natural  ecological
balance. Brought up in the same version of civilization for life,  it  is  often difficult to recognise
where the boundaries lie, especially when we are constantly told that people from Nation X have to
be “freed from tyranny”, or rules exist to “protect us from those who would remove our freedoms”.
Those phrases alone should start alarm bells ringing.

Consequences:
If we already feel free then we have no desire to extend our freedoms; we remain within the legal
confines of the system we occupy, and thus do not threaten the system. Disconnected from any
genuine opportunity to choose the outcome of our lives we are never likely to challenge that which,
in reality, keeps us chained to the Culture of Maximum Harm.

Perpetrators:
Anyone involved in the establishment or enforcement of legislation is responsible for setting the
boundaries of freedom. Most civil rights groups operate within these boundaries, and exacerbate
the problem by calling for incremental freedoms rather than absolute ones.

4) Pretend We Have A Choice

Description:
The buzzword of politicians who subscribe to the philosophy of free-market capitalism (and very
few don’t) is “choice”; but as per the trivial advice we are offered by representatives of the system,
that choice only lies within a very narrow band occupied by the existing options the system offers
us. Thus, we have a “choice” of television channels, a “choice” of washing liquids, a “choice” of cars
and a “choice” of oil companies from which to buy our fuel. Notice that the moment any radical (or
rather, less narrow) choice is offered – such as private healthcare becoming optional – then the
system closes ranks, ensuring such choice is curtailed to the degree the system will tolerate. Should
we, for instance, choose to educate our children in a way the system doesn’t approve of, then the
definition of choice becomes rapidly evident – as we will see later in this chapter.

Identification:
Most people or institutions offering real choice, i.e. between things that are significantly different,
do not use the word “choice”; fewer still harp on about how much choice is being offered. This
verbosity is synonymous with the nature of those offering the “choice” – in other words those that
would gain most from our choice being strictly limited are going to be those that pretend what they
are offering is real choice. If this sounds confusing, it is: you are meant to be confused; otherwise
you might recognise that what you are being offered isn’t a choice at all.

Consequences:
As  with  faux-freedom,  a  continual  lack  of  choice  pretending  to  be  genuine  choice  conditions
humans to readily accept this pretence. Thus, we end up content with the few options on offer to
us. Such conditioning is commonplace throughout the Tools of Disconnection; it breaks down our
ability to resist, leaving a compliant populace who readily become excited by a new games console,
but failing to recognise a life beyond just playing games. A very powerful and subtle tool indeed.

Perpetrators:
Whilst  ably assisted by the usual crew of  marketers  and salespeople,  the mindset  of  accepting
pseudo-choice derives from elite members of civilized society who want to ensure compliance with
normal civilized behaviour – specifically, the consumption of material goods. This is channelled
through politicians of all types via the mass media (“You’ve never had it so good!”) and corporate
executives via the advertising machine (“The greenest SUV yet!”) 

5) Turn Us Against One Another

Description:  
How do you get two good friends to argue? In a disconnected world it’s not that difficult: bring up
which football team is better, or ask how bad you think climate change will get. If you want a real
scrap then try abortion rights or religion. Bestriding all of these in the divisiveness stakes is politics
which, certainly in the USA and Latin America, encompass all of the above except perhaps football
teams (although spend a few hours in Glasgow and you might think again). It is in the best interests
of the system to divide us along grounds that in sober discourse would seem spurious at  best,
dangerous at worst. Take the so-called difference between the “left” and the “right” in the party



politics of any industrialised nation. There is barely any difference between the various mainstream
parties when it  comes down to brass tacks – they all  support  large-scale commerce,  top-down
authoritarian power and the continuation of the destructive industrial system. But here’s the trick:
in order to ensure we don’t reconnect with the real world – that which lies outside socio-political
triviality – we are divided into artificial “parties”, “sects”, “factions” and “fanbases” that seem to
give us individuality, but actually just keep us fascinated by our day-to-day squabbles.

Identification:
Wherever  you see  division  of  ideas,  and  that  division  on  closer  inspection  appears  to  be  just
different shades of the same paradigm then you have observed disconnection through division. The
idea of Divide and Rule is ancient in civilized terms, but it is only fairly recently, in the age of
information  overload,  that  politicians  have  been  able  to  squeeze  differences  out  of  common
ground. A recent “consultation” on airport expansion in the UK brilliantly exploited our civilized
NIMBY attitude by focusing on which location would be best for new runways, rather than whether
expansion was a good thing in itself. Looking at the bigger picture it was easy to spot the tactics
going on; but unless you do look at the big picture it is hard to see you are being turned against
someone you would otherwise share common ground with.

Consequences:
Localism and community are, as we will see, vital components in reconnecting humanity with the
real world; but in this case if we fail to see the bigger picture and recognise how much we are being
divided on spurious grounds then we will fail to see how much we have in common. We will remain
disconnected  from each  other  –  be wedged further  apart  in  many cases  –  and thus  our  only
common ground will be with the authoritarian figures and institutions that pretend to speak for us.
They speak for no one but themselves.

Perpetrators:
In the short to medium term, the leading perpetrators of Divide and Rule are the leaders and
enthusiastic supporters of the various cultural divisions. Too many to list here, but as examples we
could  use  Catholics  vs  Anglicans,  Republicans  vs  Democrats,  Sunnis  vs  Shi’ites,  Barcelona
supporters vs Real Madrid supporters, Barbie consumers vs Bratz/Moxie consumers; the list is
morphing constantly as people’s loyalties and beliefs shift. The real perpetrators, though, are the
commercial powerhouses of the industrial world who use our natural tribal instincts for their long-
term  financial  gain.

6) Sell Us A Dream

Description:
This is, along with Abuse Us, perhaps the most superficial of all the Tools, yet the simple mechanics
of advertising continue to maintain a powerful hold over people in all walks of civilized life. More
savvy  Consumers  (I  use  the  word  “savvy”  with  some irony)  are  learning  to  see  through mass
advertising, particularly television, radio, newspaper and billboard forms, which has brought forth
two interesting effects. First, in more mature industrial economies advertising to create consumer
demand,  and  thus  keep  people  dependent  upon  the  industrial  economy,  is  becoming  more
technologically  advanced  and  individually  tailored.  Second,  the  more  traditional  forms  of
advertising are finding their niche in burgeoning industrial economies, such as India, China and
the Middle East. This two-pronged attack on our natural reticence to waste our assets on things we
don’t  need is  working wonders,  with  markets  continuing to  grow in  all  parts  of  the  industrial
economy as we eagerly swallow the dream of mass consumption.

Identification:
It’s advertising – easy to spot, sometimes tricky to recognise as pure marketing, but ubiquitous in
almost every facet of civilized life. If someone is encouraging you to buy something you would not
otherwise buy then that is the system selling you a dream.

Consequences:
As with Reward Us for Being Good Consumers, the consequences are a combination of living the
life  the  industrial  system  approves  of,  rather  than  the  life  we  would  live  in  the  absence  of
ubiquitous and – let’s be honest here – very clever advertising, and the continual degradation of
the global ecology as a direct result of this consumption. 



Perpetrators:
Anyone who makes money out of our buying things we would otherwise not buy, or encourages us
to do the same is a perpetrator of this highly destructive and blunt Tool. Thus, everyone in the
advertising  and  marketing  industry;  anyone  involved  in  corporate-funded  media,  including
“liberal” publications that carry advertising; anyone who provides us with the means to make such
unnecessary purchases, thus the entire retail banking and loans industry, along with those that
enforce the recollection of the resulting debt.

7) Exploit Our Trust

Description:
This Tool is more accurately (and verbosely) described as “Exploit Our Trust in Authority through
Imposed  Hierarchy”,  for  the  genuine  trust  one  may  have  for  a  close  friend  or  relative,  or  a
legitimate leader is something we would not want to subvert. Unfortunately that level of genuine
trust is rare in the atomised, divisive societies that are part of Industrial Civilization. What we have
instead are figures of “authority” we are trained, from our very first exposure to hierarchy, to trust
implicitly. Thus, we trust police officers, teachers, managers, some politicians (those that have the
same colour rosettes as us) and the people who operate in the rarefied levels way above our daily
awareness – the political and corporate elites. 

Public trust in authority is well documented, such as in the experiments of Stanley Milgram, but is
not actually an evolved part of human behaviour: we learn to trust authority through the presence
of imposed hierarchy, which makes us more willing to carry out activities – such as operating
highly  destructive  commercial  machinery,  aiming  and  firing  missiles  at  non-combatants,  or
“merely”  taking  our  part  in  the  industrial  machine  as  an  enthusiastic  worker  –  that  would
otherwise be considered inhuman.

Identification:
Wherever there is an imposed authority structure in place – rather than the kind of authority that
has been earned by mutual understanding – then it is almost certain that trust is being exploited. It
is important to always be aware of the difference between earned and imposed trust and while it
may be disingenuous to distrust someone simply because you have no personal experience of their
attaining a particular status,  it  is  thoroughly sensible to question all  forms of authority.  In the
Culture of Maximum Harm, the vast majority of authority is unearned, and exists to maintain that
culture.

Consequences:
The personal consequences of trust exploitation are complex: not only are we highly likely to accept
the words and deeds of a far wider range of individuals and institutions than without this Tool in
place, we are less able to build close trust relationships of the sort that are essential for maintaining
self-sufficient  communities  – our  “trust  radar”  is  all  out  of  kilter.  The net  effect  of  this  is  we
willingly  work  as  part  of  the  most  voracious  entity  on  Earth,  effectively  contributing  to  its
destructive potential. The perhaps more tragic side-effect of this (although possibly intentional) is
our inability to build communities that depend on genuine trust.

Perpetrators:
We all take part in this exploitation if we are part of any hierarchical system: be that within a
corporation or even just a small company that has a management structure; a political and judicial
system that assumes authority through application of legislation; or a family that imposes authority
simply by virtue of physical size and strength.

8) Lie to Us

Description:
We could describe everything promulgated by a system that seeks to disconnect us from the real
world as a lie. There are big lies and there are small lies,  and often it is  impossible to tell  the
difference between them unless you know the endgame. Perhaps among the smaller lies – albeit
having an impact far beyond its stature – is the act of Greenwashing. Essentially, when something
is actually more harmful to the natural environment than it is claimed to be then greenwashing is
taking place. This activity is so common as to be routine in corporate advertising and promotion,
not  least  because  superficial  acts  of  “greenness”  are  commercially  beneficial.  It  is  not  just
corporations that lie about their ecological credentials. 



Passing  upwards  (or  perhaps  downwards)  through  an  enormous  slough  of  state  and  industry
sponsored  lies,  we  arrive  at  a  lie  that  underpins  the  commercial  behaviour  of  Industrial
Civilization;  the  lie  that  has  driven  public  opinion  for  at  least  the  last  100  years,  and  has
contributed to virtually every state-sponsored war not attributable to religion, prior to that. This is
The Big Lie: 

Economic Growth is a Good Thing.

There  is  not  space  to  unravel  the  reasons  this  is  a  lie,  except  to  say  –  wars  aside  –  that  all
systematic environmental harm along with uncountable human atrocities have been committed in
the embrace of this lie. It is seen as normal to accumulate wealth, as an individual, as a city, as a
nation, as an entire species: though quite how all of humanity can become richer on a finite Earth
is never addressed. Simply, economic growth is a fundamental part of the civilized package, and
Moloch help us if we fail to appreciate that!5

The lie of Economic Growth is personified in a raft of institutional messages: from the positive note
given  to  rises  in  corporate  profits  by  the  mass  media,  to  the  negative  PR that  emerges  from
business in relation to any social measure that might threaten growth. The lie of Economic Growth
is justified with reference to all sorts of things not having economic growth would impact, such as
our Standard of Living and the level of consumer choice offered by modern society (note the irony
here). Subtlety is rarely the order of the day, but subtlety is unnecessary when the lie has been
swallowed so completely by a population.

Identification:
Putting aside the sheer tackiness of greenwashing – if something appears too good to be true then
it is – the underlying lie of Economic Growth is clear, and its identification is equally so. Getting
into  the  mindset  from which such an integral  part  of  our  daily  lives  is  recognised  to  be  pure
corporate propaganda is another matter entirely: that requires a level of de-programming that can
only be achieved by undermining the message itself. As an exercise, watch and listen out for the Big
Lie in everything you do for one day: it will come as a shock. Regular, eyes-open exposure to the
Big Lie is not particularly cathartic, but as a way of getting angry it certainly helps!

Consequences:
In  contrast  to  the  Tool  of  Disconnection,  “Make  Us  Feel  Good  for  Doing  Trivial  Things”,
institutional lies exploit our natural receptiveness to large scale human issues such as security and
good health, presented in the context of only being possible in a healthy economy (more irony). In
doing so the real big ticket items – the ones that are the result of the industrial economy – like the
wholesale poisoning of watercourses, the systematic removal of natural forests and the destruction
of indigenous, non-civilized cultures, are perceived to be less important. As our priorities change,
so does our behaviour – we become slaves to a message. The outcome is that we only find ourselves
able to respond to what the system tells us is important, and neatly ignore what the system has
wrought upon the wider world.

Perpetrators:
The  main  perpetrators  of  institutional  lies,  from  the  smallest  act  of  greenwashing  to  the
monumental mind meld required to embrace infinite economic growth are the great institutional
orifices: the political system in its entirety, the corporate PR and marketing industries, and the
mass media – both state and corporate controlled (although there is little to distinguish the two).
Conspiracy is intrinsic to lying, and the acceptance of such lies on such a grand scale; but the effort
of maintaining the conspiracy between these bodies is well worth it. Once we have been sold the
lies convincingly then keeping everyone “on message” is relatively simple: just keep lying.

9) Scare Us

Description:
Lies and fear intertwine deeply in the civilized world. The Big Lie described earlier utilises a range
of tactics and allies to maintain and, in newly industrialised nations, strengthen its grip on our
psyche – and to  a certain  extent,  fear  comes into this.  The mere act  of  threatening economic
collapse or even just stagnation is enough to pack us all off to the shops in obedient traffic queues.
Turns out that most of the more persuasive forms of lie utilise fear. 

It  is  no  surprise  civilized  humans  have,  throughout  history,  fallen  foul  to  such  monumental



scaremongering tactics as referring to native African people as nothing more than Savages who
must be educated in the ways of the Civilized Man; justifying the exploitation of vast areas of land
by imperial powers through a fear of other nations’ “greed”; the demonisation of everyone with left-
leaning politics as Communists, Socialists and (yes, this strikes fear into people) Liberals; and not
forgetting the mass hysteria whereby anyone who is less than sympathetic to the industrial West is
labelled a Terrorist. It is through the application of scare tactics that people who might not be so
vulnerable to simple persuasion are brought “on side”. Given the effectiveness of this Tool one is
led to wonder why it is not used more widely: I can only suppose that at the heart of most of the
other Tools also lies an element of fear, whether of not being seen as a success or of being accused
of abnormal behaviour. We are social animals and we do like to conform to whatever is normal: it
takes a brave person to step out of their comfort zone.

Identification:
By their nature, scare tactics appear as the truth, albeit wrapped around a grenade with the pin just
hanging in place. It is important to recognise that such imposed fears have a downward trajectory.
True, once an institutional lie based on fear becomes embedded in the culture then you are far
more likely to hear it from your peers than figures or instruments of authority; but certainly at their
early stages these ideas emerge from the usual institutional mouthpieces:  politicians,  the mass
media,  Business  Leaders6 and  those  who  use  fear  to  promulgate  belief  in  something  that  is
supposed  to  be  all  loving  and  all  caring:

However, if you do not listen to me or obey all these commands, and if you break my covenant by
rejecting  my  decrees,  treating  my  regulations  with  contempt,  and  refusing  to  obey  my
commands,  I  will  punish  you.  I  will  bring  sudden  terrors  upon  you—wasting  diseases  and
burning fevers that will cause your eyes to fail and your life to ebb away.

…If in spite of all this you still refuse to listen and still remain hostile toward me, then I will give
full vent to my hostility. I myself will punish you seven times over for your sins. Then you will eat
the flesh of your own sons and daughters. I will destroy your pagan shrines and knock down
your places of worship. I will leave your lifeless corpses piled on top of your lifeless idols, and I
will despise you.7

Let’s face it, if an idea has genuine credibility then why would it need to be pronounced in such a
frightening way?

Consequences:
The natural response to fear is not the same as the response to aggression (see “Abuse Us”), for in
the face of fear there is little to fight except our own state of mind. In the event of a genuine,
tangible threat greater than us the evolved response is to escape; which is why the instigators of
this Tool of Disconnection create let-outs: we don’t need to run because they will keep us safe from
whatever is the threat de jour. Consequently, we stagnate – fall into a behavioural pattern we feel
will keep us safe, not realising that all we are really keeping safe is the success of the industrial
machine.

Perpetrators:
Among the vast supporting cast available to the civilized elite for promulgating fear are newspaper
journalists, television pundits and a host of lowly politicians on the greasy pole to power. However,
a culturally-embedded fear,  such as the need for a “War Against Terror” is  just as likely to be
propagated by people you have day-to-day contact with; including yourself, if you are party to such
scaremongering.

10) Abuse Us

Description:
If you aren’t scared enough then you have to be hurt. This is not just an unfortunate side-effect of
your failure to follow the rules of civilization; it is a fundamental part of the nature of civilization.
Abuse is  endemic across every social class,  every political colour,  every institution and cultural
subdivision of the world we recognise as normal. Yet, despite its intrinsic nature it only truly rears
its head when we threaten to upset one of the numerous flows of money and power that keep it
functioning. At that point, if you have not been scared off first, then violence – real violence, rather
than “violence” as defined by those in power, and reported by the mass media – follows. This is



deemed acceptable. As Derrick Jensen puts it:

Civilization  is  based  upon  a  clearly  defined  and  widely  accepted  yet  often  unarticulated
hierarchy. Violence done by those higher on the hierarchy to those lower down is nearly always
invisible, that is,  unnoticed. When it is noticed, it is fully rationalized. Violence done by those
lower on the hierarchy to those higher is unthinkable, and when it does occur it is regarded with
shock, horror, and the fetishization of the victims.8

When a member of the public, taking part in a protest is beaten by a police officer with a side-arm
baton,  then that  act  is  protected by the hierarchy in which the police officer operates:  context
dictates the beating was a rational act of self defence. When a similar, or lesser, act is carried out by
a member of the public upon a police officer then that act defies hierarchy: thus it is condemned
loudly and continually by all who have a voice, even the majority of those involved in the protest
itself. 

Identification:  
Such have civilized humans become conditioned to accept this casual application of violence in the
face of opposition – in the face of attempts to gain liberty, to connect once again with something
that is not imposed by a hierarchy – that identification of violence as a Tool of Disconnection has,
perversely, become simple. An act of aggression that is not categorised as “violent” by the mass
media is most likely to be an oppressive action; something designed to keep people in their place.
We can thus recognise systemic abuse by the fact that it is not regarded as abusive!

Consequences:
If  we  are  able  to  accept  abuse  as  part  of  a  just  society9 then  what  is  clearly  an  ethically
unsustainable act becomes normalised. Part and parcel of life in a family dominated by one or
more abusive  parents  or  partners  is  the normalisation of  abuse:  it  is  no longer  reported;  it  is
tolerated, even welcomed in the most extreme cases.  The abused become incapable of fighting
back. The ripple of abuse spreads out to all  parts of society:  we,  the abused,  may become the
abusers. In effect, we become disconnected from our ethical selves and no longer see people and
the wider natural world as victims: abuse is just business as usual, so we stop fighting back.

Perpetrators:
Primary among the institutional abusers are those that directly inflict “security” on behalf of the
corporate and political elite: military personnel, police officers, private security guards and other
related enforcers. However, this is not enough to create the conscious acceptance of abuse; that
requires a more subtle imposition of hierarchy, particularly patriarchal hierarchy. Thus, it is those
that teach the rules of civilized society – the schoolteachers, the clergy, historians, and yet again the
mass media, among others– who help make all of us abusers by proxy, and willing to assist with the
disconnection process.

11) School Us

Description:
School is a device to disconnect children from reality. The role of the public “education” system in
the civilized world is to prepare children for their future as workers. Within the walls (and rarely
outside of them) of schools and colleges our precious progeny are made to ingest slice after slice of
appropriate information, carefully selected so eventually the graduates of these institutions will be
qualified to perform a money-earning function within society. In these terms, it’s fair to consider
just whose side the school system is on.

Was it  possible  that  I  had been hired [as  a  teacher]  not  to  enlarge children’s  power,  but  to
diminish it? That seemed crazy on the face of it, but slowly I began to realise that the bells and the
confinement,  the  crazy  sequences,  the  age-segregation,  the  lack  of  privacy,  the  constant
surveillance, and all the rest of the national curriculum of schooling were designed exactly as if
someone had set out to prevent children from learning how to think and act, to coax them into
addiction and dependent behavior.1

As creatures of an umbilical tendency we seek out connection to something all  our lives; other
people, primarily, but also communities of humans and the wider ecology of life. In the absence of
any of that then we, and particularly our recently de-corded children, will embrace anything that
mimics  real  connection.  The  difference  between real  connection  and the  surrogate  civilization



offers is that the latter creates dependency, sometimes by accident, often deliberately. The Tool of
Disconnection  that  manifests  itself  in  the  form  of  school  buildings,  schoolbooks,  teachers,
administrators and government-enforced curricula does a splendid job turning the deepest desires
of the Jesuits (“Give me the child until he is seven and I’ll give you the man”) into a reality for the
masses. Individuals who do not wish to be part of this system are labelled “rebellious”, “delinquent”
or “dysfunctional” and are made to conform via a series of increasingly punitive measures.

School  may  serve  several  purposes  for  well-meaning  parents  –  childminder,  disciplinarian,
provider of academic skills even – but that has to be balanced against what is lost by handing over
their  child  to  a  faceless,  one-size-fits-all  system.  If  we  are  to  make  a  value  judgement  on  the
benefits of public schooling,  we first have to ask a serious question: What kind of education is
offered by a  school  system that  vomits  out  young adults  completely dependent  on civilization;
disconnected young adults whose only learned skills make them more effective wage slaves? 

Identification:
From the age of four or five, in most industrialised nations (though notably a couple of years later
in  those  criticised  as  “socialist”  by  more  right-wing  commentators)  children  are  compelled  to
attend a state-approved institution for around 35 hours per week. Within the free time of all 5 to 16
year olds (typically) are further periods of compulsory indoctrination, known as homework. During
holiday periods, those students failing to achieve an acceptable level of attainment (or in danger of
doing so) are encouraged to attend schooling Gulags, dressed up as Summer Camps. Compulsion is
the  watchword  when  it  comes  to  indoctrination  by  schooling.  No  system  that  is  so  mentally
nourishing, and so beneficial to the individual as the school system’s promoters claim, would need
to compel, by law, anyone to attend on a regular basis. They would just go. But it isn’t, and so they
are; which makes identification of disconnection by schooling as easy as A-B-C.

Consequences:
Compulsory schooling is a waste of the evolved mental and physical abilities of young people who,
in the uncivilized world, would be spending that period of their lives learning how to survive on
their own terms and within a functional community. As governments in nations across the globe
increase  the compulsory  schooling  (or  the  euphemistic  “training”)  period,  the  window of  time
during an individual’s formative years to learn the necessary skills for real life is narrowing. In “less
developed” areas of the world,  children are being taught that school is a gift  from the civilized
world that will give them a bright future; often at the expense of the vital, connected life skills that
are of no use to the industrial machine (why would you need to know how to fish when you can
work in a call centre and live in a city slum?) The result of all this is a global population that is less
able  to  fend for  itself,  and  is  thus  dependent  on  the  industrial  machine  to  provide  for  it.  An
extremely dangerous position to be in, on the cusp of collapse, but greatly beneficial to the system
all the time it wants to achieve its rapacious aims.

Perpetrators:
Presumably we should point the blame at everyone who carries out the day-to-day schooling of
children, but it is not as simple as that. Schoolteachers, as opposed to administrators, managers
and policy-setters, are some of the most enlightened people in society – given the opportunity and
time in which to be enlightened. But they are often hopelessly constricted within a system, the
larger whole of which is the true perpetrator behind the systematic disconnection of an entire age
group. This system is led from the top down by corporations and political elites who manipulate
curricula to their own ends (witness the universal presence of Citizenship in an increasing number
of  school  systems,  as  well  as  subjects  increasingly  being  focussed  on  business  skills  and
entrepreneurialism); and propagated by naive organisations, charitable trusts and the like, who
believe universal education actually results in a net gain in useful knowledge.  Power may have
shifted in recent years from religious institutions to corporations in the majority of school systems,
but that does not absolve them of any responsibility. It was not so long ago that the Church was the
universal provider of schooling in many highly industrialised nations, and it is still widely the case
that, aside from the adoration of Mammon, children are encouraged to worship whichever deity the
legislature of the day considers suitable. You would almost think the school system exists solely to
propagate the beliefs of whichever institution has most power.

12) Steal Our Language

Description:



Words are enormously powerful; in many ways they are a defining feature of human culture, not
only because of the number of ways they can be used – in the form of poetry, debate, story-telling,
song and innumerable others – but also because we have become conditioned to accept certain
words as having significance beyond their physical incarnation. These words are more than just
symbols; they are tools that can be, and are, used to manipulate the way we think and act. I will
keep referring to the “real world” in this book, which is shorthand for everything we need to sustain
us as human beings, physically, mentally and whatever may lie beyond our ken. That this simple
expression has been turned on its head to mean the Civilized World (as in “getting back to the real
world” or “yes, but in the real world…”) demonstrates how determined civilization is to harness the
power of words. So important is this phenomenon that even the notion that words are powerful has
been subverted to prevent people  from recognising it;  as  shown in a speech made by (though
undoubtedly written for) Ronald Reagan in 1985:

Even if national unity cannot be achieved immediately, you, the youth of Germany, you who are
Germany’s future,  can show the power of  democratic  ideals by committing yourselves to the
cause of freedom here in Europe and everywhere.

You know some may not like to hear it, but history is not on the side of those who manipulate the
meaning of words like revolution, freedom, and peace. History is on the side of those struggling
for a true revolution of peace with freedom all across the world.2

There is  a great  deal  of lexical  misdirection going on here.  Most obvious is  the claim that the
manipulation  of  words  is  not  a  historically  significant  factor,  in  which  case  why  has  every
civilization and, more pointedly, every imperial force sought to control both access to literature and
the meaning of language? More subtly is the repeated use of the word “freedom” which, on one
hand Reagan decries the manipulation of, yet from the earliest throes of Western imperialism, right
to  the  present  day  in  the  continuing  War  On  Terror  has  been  expressly  used  by  civilized
governments to mean “our way of living”.

Laying claim to the meaning of  that  of  which we are  an intrinsic  part  of  is  perhaps  the most
insidious misuse of language, and one of the most effective ways of keeping us disconnected from
the (real) real world. The idea of “nature” is rich and complex, implying that which is in its pristine
and unconfined state, something that interlinks everything throughout what many call Creation.
The meaning of that concept is far more than the word itself or even any definition of the word; yet
it has become terribly convenient for the civilized world to subvert this into a word that is not only
easy to grasp, but is (with delicious irony) Capitalised:

“Nature” is a perilous device, all too easily employed to dominate others. To consign something to
Nature – including ourselves – is to submit it to domination and control. Yet, in a sense, Nature is
also a mode of concealment, a cloak of abstractions which obscures that discomforting wildness…
That which will not be named cannot be controlled.3 

On the flip side of this need to name that which is essentially unnameable, is the transfer of existing
words between different concepts to reflect the desires of those in power. Given the previous Tools
of Disconnection, there can be little doubt of the industrial system’s ability to control the media
and style  of  human communication.  Once  you control  the  communication  channels  –  be that
through  newspaper  articles,  television  news  broadcasts,  school  curricula,  published  reference
materials such as dictionaries, or corporate advertising – then you can impose whatever language
specifications you like. This can work in two ways.

First, you make the acceptable or normal become unacceptable and abnormal. For instance, the 
word “savage” (from the Latin silvaticus, meaning “woods”) has been fully and possibly irreversibly
redefined; initially, most likely during the European Enlightenment period, to create a mental 
separation between that which is “cultured” and that which is not; and progressively to make it 
possible to impose imperial rule upon other human beings in less civilized parts of the world. This 
extract from a widely referenced internet English dictionary makes further comment unnecessary:

sav•age [sav-ij] adjective, noun, verb, -aged, -ag•ing.
–adjectiv

1. fierce, ferocious, or cruel; untamed: savage beasts.
2. uncivilized; barbarous: savage tribes.



3. enraged or furiously angry, as a person.
4. unpolished; rude: savage manners.
5. wild or rugged, as country or scenery: savage wilderness.
6. Archaic. uncultivated; growing wild.

Similar treatment has been dealt upon the words “wild”, “animal”, “undeveloped”, “uncivilized”
and, in a particularly effective example of Newspeak, “anarchy / anarchist” which means nothing
more  or  less  than  having  no  formal  leadership  structure,  but  which  makes  a  disapproving
appearance in every news broadcast that involves people rebelling against the industrial system.

Second,  you  make  that  which  is  implicitly  damaging  and  destructive,  not  just  acceptable  but
preferable. Referring back to two of the words in the previous paragraph, remove the “un-“ prefix
and you have a couple of terms that are only ever used in mainstream communication in a positive
sense: civilized and developed. Not only are these two words, and their derivatives (civilization,
development) used to indicate that which is good, but they are aspirational concepts, applied to
such diverse areas as international conventions, government policy, corporate greenwash and even
the literature of aid organisations. A whole phalanx of other words (see previous sections for their
application),  such  as  “progress”,  “education”,  “growth”  and  “sustainability”,  have  been
appropriately moderated to ensure the only  meanings we now recognise are the meanings the
Culture of Maximum Harm has approved.

Identification:
As language is so fundamental to who we are, culturally, it can be difficult to step outside of that
bubble in order to see the true meaning of words, and how they have been manipulated to suit the
needs  of  the  system.  It  turns  out  that  isn’t  strictly  necessary.  The  adage  “the  medium  is  the
message” means the carrier rather than what is  being carried, or communicated, makes all  the
difference to whatever is perceived by the target. Thus, when you hear an oil company’s profits
have  fallen  to  less  than  a  billion  dollars,  expressed  in  sullen  tones  by  a  news  presenter  on  a
corporate or state-owned television channel, you know you are being expected to perceive that as
bad news; not as news that fewer greenhouse gases are being emitted by that particular company.
And when you see the words “Arbeit Macht Frei” wrought in iron above a factory gate, recognise
these are not simply three words giving a positive message (however twisted that message is) but
are three words that express the desires of the “factory” owners for you to give yourself over to the
concept of work being a “good thing”, and whatever befalls you afterwards. It is never too late to
see the true meaning of something.

Consequences:
Language is a powerful inheritable meme, meaning it is something that is inevitably passed from
generation to  generation within a cultural  setting.  If  we carry  a  set  of  definitions and cultural
meanings in our heads that are not to our long-term benefit as human beings, then we, and those
that follow, will act in such a way that is similarly – and more concretely – deleterious to our long-
term  survival.  To  progress  as  a  human  being  is  to  ensure  each  generation  inherits  in  turn
something  that  is  naturally  more  abundant  and  sustainable,  or  at  least  as  abundant  and
sustainable,  as  the  previous  generation  inherited.  To  “progress”  as  a  civilized  human is  to  do
whatever benefits a civilization in its ambitions to dominate formerly free human beings and the
wider natural world. The meaning creates the outcome.

Perpetrators:
In a  sense,  everyone who uses  language helps perpetuate  the disconnection that  mangled and
manipulated language imposes upon a culture; but in the spirit of “the medium is the message”
there is little doubt the major culprits are those who control the means of communication: media
proprietors,  editors,  journalists,  broadcasters and reporters,  publishers,  political  orators,  public
relations  firms,  censors…this  is  a  long  list!  Effective,  targeted  communication  provides  the
momentum  for  all  industrial  economies  to  thrive  and  widen  their  power-base;  so  it  is  not
surprising that so many different parties are involved in undertaking this vital function.

13) Steal Our Time

Description:
Between 1997 and 2007 I didn’t grow any food. We had moved into a house with a decent sized
garden and loved pottering around outside at the weekend pruning here and there, mowing the



lawn,  keeping  the  weeds  in  check,  that  sort  of  thing;  but  growing  food  takes  time,  not  just
physically  but  in  your  head.  I  had a  full  time job  just  over  an hour’s  railway  commute  away,
meaning I spent about eleven hours a day away from my family, my garden, my neighbourhood, my
community; instead boxed away in an office carrying out a service that ensured other people could
carry out a service that allowed other companies to move large amounts of raw materials around
the globe, gamble with people’s pensions or just generally screw humanity into the ground. My
time was valuable…as a part of that system.

In 2007 I became one of the lucky ones and walked out of the machine.

Most of us can’t do this. It’s a privilege I hold dear, for when you are trapped in the tiny space left
by having to work to earn the money to buy the things to keep you going so you can live your life in
which you work…then pushing through the thick skin of unreality into the fresh air of a life where
there is enough time to think and act on your own terms is just another dream. On the other hand,
it’s a dream few people have; because there are bigger, more exciting aspirations that flood the
senses from the moment we are sent to school in the civilized world. As we grow we are trained,
then we get a job (and if we don’t then we are considered unemployed), then we might have some
children which we will send to school as soon as the system tells us to, meanwhile we continue to
work  even  longer  hours  so we can buy more  of  the  things  the system wants  us  to  buy – the
“essentials” of life and the “little luxuries” like a vacation that sucks up around a month’s earnings
for the sake of a week away. If we are lucky we might get to see the kids long enough to read them a
bedtime story. Then at some point, perhaps 65 years after we are born, we are “retired” from the
system with maybe a small stipend to show for all those years hard labour. Now we have the time:
maybe ten or twenty years being active, a window during which many of us do grow food, meet our
neighbours, play a part in our community…and look after the grandchildren that their working
parents have precious little time in which to do so themselves.

“So many of us live to work, work to earn, and earn to consume. And our consumption habits are
squandering the earth’s natural resources”, says Anna Coote, co-author of the report and Head of
Social Policy at nef. “Spending less time in paid work could help us to break this pattern…It is
time to break the power of the old industrial clock, take back our lives and work for a sustainable
future.”4

Between  starting  school  and  retiring  from  the  labour  market  a  crime  is  committed  upon  the
population of the industrial world: the theft of time. In our chronologically restricted existence it is
the role of the industrial system to utilise as much of that time as it possibly can. If it is not spent in
“useful” work or travelling to and from that place of work, it is spent playing catch-up, carrying out
the things that  have to be done – like cleaning, cooking, eating,  making essential  repairs…and
sleeping. That genuinely useful period of time, though, is being ever more tightly wedged alongside
the civilized demands of watching television on, going on extended shopping trips to buy, and
socially networking via, goods that have been produced by millions of other people who once had
time of their own. These are people whose time you have stolen so you don’t have to fritter away as
much of your money you spent your valuable time earning.

And here’s another thing. Between 1997 and 2007 it would have only taken me 15 minutes each
evening to tend a few seedlings, hoe between the rows and tie up the fruit-laden plants; just 15
minutes I could so easily have shared with my children instead of, or maybe as well as a bedtime
story. But I didn’t  think that time was available. Such was the temporally fucked-up state I had
accrued over those years on the treadmill, every moment not carrying out a systemically prescribed
task was a moment wasted. Until that mindset could be broken then I was no threat to the system: I
simply did not have the time.

Identification:
The theft of personal time is damn hard to identify, such is our acceptance of the industry-imposed
daily and weekly regimen on our lives. Sure, there are obvious activities that are not linked to
survival or the continuation of the human species that we carry out, then wonder to ourselves – in a
moment of clarity – why on earth we just wasted that last hour (“That’s an hour of my life I’ll never
get back”, we half-joke). There are also those milestones in our lives, when we see others have
achieved things that we could have, had we spent our time more wisely. Again, moments of clarity
in a life obscured by school, work and ersatz-leisure. But time is not a simple progression of ticks
on a clock – perhaps the greatest symbol of oppression in the industrial world. Time contracts and



dilates as we go through the day, lose focus on the now and drift into a melancholy dream state
(notwithstanding the bacon slicer about to carve off a digit or two), or enter a crisis state that pulls
our senses into order and s l o w s d o w n t i m e f o r l o n g e n o u g h t o a l l o w o u r s u r v i v a l
instincts to kick in and save lives (and our fingers).

In fact, given the relativistic nature of time, identification of Time Theft is most likely a matter of
teamwork. A trusted friend or a partner, or maybe a child itching for you to get off the computer
and read them that story or just play with them for a while, is going to provide more help pulling
you through that thick skin of unreality than you can do yourself. And so you too must be other
peoples guide to their profligate use of this most precious of gifts.

Consequences:
It is  impossible to overstate the negative consequences of Time Theft on society and the wider
environment. Taken as a whole, the civilized population devotes something like two-thirds of its
collective lifetimes involved in activities that assist the industrial hierarchy in its drive to gobble up
every available natural “resource” in order to create wealth for the very few. The remainder of this
time, aside from the few moments of clarity that surprise us with their eccentricity, is occupied by
the bolster of sleep we need each night just to keep us functioning. Even the amount and quality of
sleep we are able to obtain is shrinking as late-shifts, catch-up chores and the inevitable television
encroach on our slumbersome hours.

By ensuring we have little time to think, let alone act, on our own terms, the industrial system
controls us. Not only will a failure to break the clock lead to the inevitable crash in the supply of
everything we depend upon for our collective survival, it will ensure we are too pre-occupied to
even notice this happening.

Perpetrators:
Time pressure pushes from all directions, and it is all too easy to blame the people you love for
occupying those periods in which you “need” to work, get jobs done and chill out in front of the TV,
computer or store display window. A moment of clarity:  it  is  not the people you love who are
stealing your time, but everyone else. Every institution; every commercial enterprise; every single
artefact of Industrial Civilization is clawing away at the shreds of your remaining years. The people
and activities you should be spending your time with have been pushed aside by the forces of
commerce because, like it or not, time is finite, and no one knows that better than those who want
to steal your time away for their own benefit.

14) Give Us Hope

Description:
November 4, 2008, might not seem to be a particularly significant date in the annals of world
history;  yet  it  is  perhaps  the  single  most  important  day  in  the  history  of  political  grassroots
activism. Here is part of the speech the person in question made on that November date:

“…to all those watching tonight from beyond our shores, from parliaments and palaces to those
who are huddled around radios in the forgotten corners of our world – our stories are singular,
but our destiny is shared, and a new dawn of American leadership is at hand. To those who
would tear this world down – we will defeat you. To those who seek peace and security – we
support you. And to all  those who have wondered if America’s beacon still  burns as bright –
tonight we proved once more that the true strength of our nation comes not from our the might of
our arms or the scale of our wealth, but from the enduring power of our ideals: democracy,
liberty, opportunity, and unyielding hope.

“For that is the true genius of America – that America can change. Our union can be perfected.
And what we have already achieved gives us hope for what we can and must achieve tomorrow.”

In that speech Barack Obama, 44th President of the United States of America, used one particular
word  in  such a  way  that  there  was  no doubt  what  had  swept  him to  power.  The day  Obama
accepted victory was the day the Hope rhetoric fully engulfed America; the posters, still crackling
freshly in the Chicago breeze were emblazoned with the same word; button badges and sweatshirts
adorned with slogans playing on this word were already for sale online.

What is  actually  significant  is  not that  someone of  mixed race  and cultural  origins completely
atypical for the historical position, assumed power; not even that the route to victory was paved



with the shoulders of millions of genuinely passionate, normally disenfranchised people. No, what
was  significant  is  that  no one seemed to  understand the victory  had been won by exposing a
concept for what it really was; in a way that no satirist, no author and no activist had ever been able
to do. Finally the sinuous mantra of the social optimist had been beaten into a circle, and promptly
swallowed its own tail.

No one who follows the course of world events – even the “world” events that assume a totally
parochial outlook on mainstream USA news channels – can doubt the Obama Presidency was just
business  as  usual  for  the  oil  barons,  warlords  and media tycoons of  the  industrial  world.  The
posters have since been overpasted, landfilled and recycled; the button badges no longer proudly
displayed by the hopeful millions. The irony is that anyone who has paid attention to events that
change world history would have known what was happening all along, had they not been swept
away by the frenzied election coverage. Hope is anything but a world-changer: it has never been
anything other than a means of sublimating the will to create change.

It is clear that few people in the world of grassroots activism understand what a hollow ring that
word still has, even in the wake of the Obama Presidency; which is a terrible shame, because there
is some genuine value in Hope, used in its proper sense, as a means of bringing people together at
critical times. Even as a committed “hope sceptic” there is no campaign or action I do not embark
upon  without  some  small  sense  of  hope  attached,  but  as  writer  and  co-founder  of  The  Dark
Mountain Project, Paul Kingsnorth, states:

We need to get real. Climate change is teetering on the point of no return while our leaders bang
the  drum  for  more  growth.  The  economic  system  we  rely  upon  cannot  be  tamed  without
collapsing, for it relies upon that growth to function. And who wants it tamed anyway? Most
people in the rich world won’t be giving up their cars or holidays without a fight.

Some…believe that these things should not be said, even if true, because saying them will deprive
people of “hope”, and without hope there will be no chance of “saving the planet”. But false hope is
worse than no hope at all.6

False hope is the application of a wish, a secular prayer if you like, upon something that with its
own  momentum  is  unlikely  to  succeed.  Rather  like  a  Green  Party  candidate  in  a  British
constituency that has voted Conservative for the last 60 years, the only likelihood of success is with
the  removal  of  all  other  potentially  successful  candidates.  On  the  other  hand,  a  Green  Party
candidate in a constituency that has a history of liberal voting, backed by a platoon of activists and
the support of the local press, may be justified during the vote count when nothing more can be
done, in hoping for victory. Unfortunately, as Caroline Lucas, the first ever Green Party Member of
Parliament in the UK has been witness to, becoming a member of a behemothic, corporate-led
system, in the hope that change can be made is about as effective as throwing a coin into a fountain
and hoping to water the parched trees of the Brazilian Amazon.

Identification:
For once, this is easy to spot. The use of the word “hope” is profligate in the speeches, essays and
articles of a wide range of people whose use of the word, and related terms like “hopeful” and
(without irony) “hopeless” in one of two ways. First, you will hear and see it as a way of appealing
to the human spirit in place of constructive action, manifesting itself in the form of vigils, symbolic
human chains, petition signings and all sorts of other ineffective activities; what could be called
“fluffy hope”. Second, it will be in the form of a call to arms, where the object of this call is made to
feel duty-bound to act on behalf of the requestor – usually a politician or a corporation proxy, such
as the press release of a sponsored event. It will be obvious to you by now that this is nothing but
“false hope”. Very rarely you will feel the warm and positive glow of genuine hope: but no one will
need to tell you to act, because the work will already have been done.

Consequences:
In the presence of hope, action stops – real action, that is, not the symbolic activities mentioned
above that masquerade as “action”. Hope is the killer of change; it is the mental glue that prevents
us from deciding maybe we haven’t quite done enough yet, or done anything at all. Conversely, to
quote Derrick Jensen: “When hope dies, action begins.”

Perpetrators:
Hope and symbolism go hand in hand, and it is those who deal in symbols like the flag, the rosette,



the cross, the button badge and the cluster of glowing tea-lights that are the guilty parties in this
suppression of action. So beware the symbols and those that distribute them: politicians with their
votes to collect; religious leaders on a mission; charities and NGOs with their fundraisers and,
more ominously, their calls to (symbolic) action. And you too: every utterance of the H-word makes
someone else a little more impotent in changing their world. Such a simple, yet dangerous Tool of
Disconnection.

The Most Powerful Tool of All

Reading  through  this  glossary  of  the  Tools  of  Disconnection  what  might  strike  you  is  that
everything discussed here is common knowledge. You might be thinking: “So what’s the big deal?”
In the real world that would be inexcusable. In the civilized world that’s perfectly understandable.

Writing this glossary of the Tools of Disconnection it was hard for me to hold back my emotions: I
wanted  to  rage,  to  express  my fury  and  utter  contempt  for  the  system  which  has  kept  us  in
disconnected  servitude  for  so  many  centuries;  civilization  after  civilization  each  having  its
opportunity to proffer a hand of freedom to the enslaved populace but ultimately bowing to the
destiny that befalls every civilization. There is no place for freedom where wealth and power are at
stake. No place for freedom and certainly no place for connection.

Connection permits us to understand our humanity. 

Connection makes us a threat to the system.

So  we  have  to  be  kept  in  the  dark.  The  Tools  of  Disconnection  operate  at  the  limits  of  our
perception:  we just  about  see them; we hear  them but as  a whisper;  we can even touch their
feathery tendrils. We sometimes hate them and we sometimes embrace them. But we do nothing to
stop them.

Why?

Because there is something else going on we can’t quite put our fingers on; a mechanism that works
through light and dark to protect the system from our latent wrath. For have no doubt, if we ever
become fully aware of the extent to which we are being disconnected from the real world then the
system will be dust.

“The greatest trick the Devil ever pulled was convincing the world he didn’t exist.” 

(Roger “Verbal” Kint, The Usual Suspects)

This Veil of Ignorance the Culture of Maximum Harm utilises so brilliantly is no secret if you know
where to look: the Wizard of Oz used it in the form of smoke, pyrotechnics and a curtain to distract
the inhabitants of the Emerald City from his lack of might; Doctor Who used it in the form of a
Perception Filter to divert attention away from the thing his enemies were looking for; Saruman
The White  used it  in the form of  a  voice that  commanded total  acquiescence in  the face  of  a
potential threat. Trite, maybe even laughable examples from popular culture, yet they show that
the idea of a system protecting itself from normal sensory awareness is nothing new.

One Greek man was more than aware how this kind of thing worked. In order to demonstrate the
mindset of the typical person as compared to the mindset of the enlightened individual, Plato used
a simile in the form of a cave7:

“I  want  you  to  go  on  and  picture  the  enlightenment  or  ignorance  of  our  human  condition
somewhat as follows. Imagine an underground chamber like a cave, with a long entrance open to
the daylight and as wide as the cave. In this chamber are men who have been prisoners there
since they were children, their legs and necks being so fastened that they can only look straight
ahead of them and cannot turn their heads.”

The situation subsequently described is of a shadow puppet performance being projected onto the
part  of  the cave the prisoners  are  able  to  see.  And that  is  all  they can see.  Desmond Lee,  the
translator for the Penguin edition of “The Republic” from which The Simile of The Cave comes,
suggests the simile can be easily extended to cinema or television – the latter being the primary
outlet of information in the civilized world, for the moment. But the simile extends further than a
simple visual illusion, for the shadow theatre is not so much mimicking the events of the world
beyond  the  Cave,  but  actually  being the  events  of  the  real  world  as  far  as  the  prisoners  are



concerned.  What  happens  on  the  wall  onto  which  the  images  are  being  projected  in  two-
dimensions is so compelling, and the prisoners so tuned into these images, that nothing else exists:
the projection of a false world is the real world, so long as the prisoners remain imprisoned, and so
long as the shadow theatre continues.

Breaking  the  chains  and  moving  into  the  light  will  take  a  former  prisoner  into  a  different
dimension, not just physically, but in their awareness of what is going on around them. Dazzling at
first, the Real World shortly becomes the truth, with the shadow theatre a mental relic of an old
world – a false world – that up to very recently was the real world. The newly freed person is at
liberty to tell the prisoners about this real world, but will fail:

“Then what do you think would happen,” I asked, “if he went back to sit in his old seat in the cave?
Wouldn’t  his  eyes  be  blinded  by  the  darkness,  because  he  had  come  in  suddenly  out  of  the
sunlight?”

“Certainly.”

“And if he had to discriminate between the shadows, in competition with the other prisoners,
while he was still blinded and before his eyes got used to the darkness – a process that would take
some time – wouldn’t he be likely to make a fool of himself? And they would say that his visit to
the upper world had ruined his sight,  that the ascent was not worth even attempting. And if
anyone tried to release them and lead them up, they would kill him if they could lay their hands
on him.”

There are ways to free others and to connect them with the real world, but they do not involve
simple  suggestion,  and  they  cannot  be  imposed  by  force.  The  curtain  in  front  of  the  booth
protecting the controller; the mysterious force pulling attention away from the truth; the powerful
voice preventing all rebellious discourse and thought: these and more operate, like the shackles and
the ever-running light projections in the Cave, to keep people rooted to the spot. We see the world
civilization offers us as the truth.  Before we can point out the livid details  of how we are kept
disconnected and help others join forces in undermining the Tools of Disconnection,  we have to
undermine the things that prevent us from even believing we are disconnected.

This is perhaps the hardest task of all; but some of us are ready to take on not just the possible, but
also the seemingly impossible.
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